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ABSTRACT 

MARK LEROY BAKER 

AN ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SIGHT SINGING METHOD BOOKS 
FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CHOIR 

AUGUST 2011 . 

The purpose of this study was to analyze and compare the materials in five 

different sight reading method books. The development of sight reading 

instruction in America is traced from the New England singing schools to its 

inclusion in the curriculum of public schools. A particular emphasis is placed on 

the implementation of sight reading in music education programs in Texas public 

schools. Finally the impact of sight reading training on the advancement of 

choral singing in Texas is discussed, including the role of the criteria set forth by 

the state s University Interscholastic League (UIL) choral contest. 
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CHAPTER I 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Sight reading is defined as "the reading or singing of music at first sight in 

order to perform it (Oxford Music Online, 20 I 0). Various methods of sight 

inging have been used through the centuries, from d'Aresso's hexachords in the 

11 th century to tonic sol-fa (Cassidy, 1993). Teaching music literacy was the 

impetus for the first singing schools in America and continues to be mandated by · 

national and state curricular guidelines for all levels of music instruction. In 

many tat s secondary choral directors are required to prepare their ensembles to 

participate in an annual contest that includes sight singing assessment. The 

emphasis on musical literacy in our country has resulted in the publication of 

many sight singing method books. These books offer music educators a wide 

variety of pedagogical approaches to teaching music literacy. Because choral 

sight singing instruction generally begins fr1 middle school, grades six to eight, it 

is critical that method books for these grade levels be analyzed carefully to ensure 

that the basic elements of music, such as rhythm and pitch, are introduced in an 

effective and sequ~ntial manner. 
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History of Sight Reading 

Guido d Arezzo (c. 990-1050, A.D.), Benedictine monk and choir 

director i considered to be "music education's first great pioneer and master 

teacher (Miller 1992 p. 20). Guido sought a solution to the problem of staff 

notation by inventing a staff that placed intervals of thirds on consecutive lines, 

with note positioned both on and between the lines. He explained to his students 

that not s of the same line or space sound exactly alike, or notes that look alike, 

ound alike. To aid orientation of the eye and mind to his staff, Guido colored the 

Cline yellow and the F line red and placed tone letters (later known as clef signs) 

at the beginning of each line or space. Guido played pitches on instruments to 

a ist hi students in accurately visualizing, hearing, ap.d singing the intervals 

between note . The solmization system Guido developed by extracting u( re, mi, 

fa, sol, and la from a Latin hymn to St. John the Baptist (see Figure 1) provided 

an alternative to teaching music by rote. Finally, Guido was the fi~st music 

teacher to teach his students how to compose, original music using notation 

(Miller 1992). 

Although developed almost a millennium ago, many of Guido's teaching 

. 
techniques appear in their original form in American music classrooms today, 

including the staff with lines placed in intervals of thirds, a solmization system 

consisting of six different mnemonics representing the first six tones of the scale, 
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th placement of the half-step between mi and fa, and the principle that notes 

that look alike sound alike (Miller, 1992). 
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Figure 1. Ut Queant Laxis, a Reading Chant Syllables that are circled and 
corre ponding pitches were used by Guido to teach the scale - Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, 
La. Adapted from P. T. Weller, 1964, The Roman Ritual, Complete Edition, 
Milwaukee WI: The Bruce Publishing Company. Retrieved, from 
http://www.catholicculture.org/culture/liturgicalyear/activities/view.cfm?id==l 128 
&repos==3 &subrepos== 1&searchid==738025. 

American educators have been involved in teaching students how to read 

musical notation and sing at sight for more'than two and a half centuries 

(Davenport 1992). William Billings, the first professiorial Aillerican composer 

and music educator composed over 300 songs and published six tune books. In 

response to the sU:bstandard music being performed by congregants in colonial 

churches he established singing schools to improve singing skills and to teach 

music literacy. Billing s New-England Psalms Singer (1770) was the first 
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response to the substandard music being performed by congregants in colonial 

churches he established singing schools to improve singing skills and to teach 

mu ic literacy. Billing's New-England Psalms Singer (1770) was the first 

publication of entirely American music which contained theoretical material for 

sight singing (see Figure 2). Billings first introduced the scale by using the seven 

letters of th musical alphabet, A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, and then taught thefasola 

y tern which assigned the syllables, fa, sol, la, and mi, to each tone of the scale 

( ee Figure 3). 

Th nineteenth century was a period of social change in America, due to 

th large influx of immigrants. As the nation coped with the challenges of 

comm rce industry and crime, Boston became the model city by utilizing 

chools as the primary source for social stability (Howe, 1992). In 183 8, Boston 

became the first American city to incorporate music in the public schools. Howe 

(1992) maintains that "music was considered important in educational reform 

because it contributed toward good discipline in the school" (p. 319). 

Lowell Mason was placed in charge of integrating music in the Boston public 

schools eventually earning him the title, "Father of Pub~ic M~sic Education in 

America ' Mason was one of the oldest members of a society called the 

Transcendental Generation (American thinkers and writers born between 1 792-

1821) (Colwell & Heller, 2003). The teaching methods he developed were based 

on the principles of Swiss educator, Johann Pestalozzi, who stressed sequential 
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step to instruction. It is interesting to note, however, that the Pestalozzian 

principles were developed for general education, and it is reported that "Pestalozzi 

was not very sensitive to music" (Gruhn, 1993, p. 94). The Manual of the Boston 

A ademy of Music, for Instruction in the Elements of Vocal Music, on the System 

of Pe talozzi, containing Mason's methodology, was published in 1843. His 

approach to teaching music reading, particularly for younger students, was to 

teach by rote or sound before sign, or musical notation. Mason's influence was 

far-r aching leading to the publication of numerous music method books and 

t tbook series (Volk 1993 ). 

Figure 2. Billings's New England Psalm-Singer(~ 770), was _th~ first collec~ion of 
mu ic entirely by an American. The image above 1s the front1sp1~c~ engravmg for 
New England Psalm-Singer by Paul Revere. Adapted f:om W. ~1llmgs, 1 770, The 
New England Psalm-Singer, Boston, MA: Edes and Gill. Retneved from 
American Treasures of the Library of Congress, 
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/treasures/images/s24p1.jpg 
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C D E F G A B 

fa Sol la fa Sol la Mi 

Figure 3. William Billings Faso/a System of Sight Reading. Billings assigned 
the syllables fa sol, la, and mi, to each tone of the scale. Adapted from S. Howe, 
1998 The tune books of William Billings music education in the eighteenth 
century The Bulletin of Historical Research in Music Education, 20(1 ), 4 7. 

After music was incorporated in the Boston Public Schools, other cities 

began to follow suit. However, between 1865 and 1900, a controversy arose 

among music educators regarding teaching by sound versus teaching by notation, 

re£ rred to as "rote-note' (Volk, 1993, p. 32). The debate over teaching rote 

v rsus note became so intense in some locales that music programs became the 

ource of great controversy. For example, in Louisville, Kentucky, from the 

establi hment of music in schools in 1844 to its suspension in 1879, continuous 

disagreements occurred over teaching methods and choices of music curricula 

(Riley 1990). 

In 1883, Hosea E. Holt and John Wheeler Tufts published the Normal 

Music Course a method that advocated the study of nota~ion, ~onality, and 

intervals before singing the song. This approach became very popular with the 

music educators who embraced the "note" approach to instruction in that it 

enabled students to read music at sight and provided teachers a method of 

evaluating their progress based on performance (Volk, 1993). 
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In 1887 Luther Whiting Mason (no relation to Lowell), published the 

ational Music Courses, a series that was adopted by a number of schools for 

cla room use. He based his method on the work of Holman, who favored the 

rote approach to teaching. Luther Mason's teaching process, published in The 

National Music Teacher (1894) made use of charts and "ladders" to explain 

cal staffs clefs note values, intervals, and dynamics (see Figure 4) (Hall, 

1988). His methodology was founded on the idea of "sound before the sign," or 

inging before reading which could be linked to the influence of Lowell Mason. 

The hape note system of music reading, developed by William Little and 

William S1nith was published in The Easy Instructor in 1798. Kyme (1960) 

maintained that the development of the shape note system enabled students to 

learn to read music more quickly. First, pitches would be aurally associated with a 

vowel ound· for example the tonic triad was related to do, mi, soh. Then, students 

would learn a corresponding written symbol for each vowel (see Figure 5) and 

would r ad music by identifying symbols, assigning the appropriate vowel, and 

converting that vowel sound to a specific pitch. Lowell Mason, who eventually 

adopted the shape note system, opined that "we might haye be~n more successful 

in developing skilled music readers, had we incorporated this system earlier" · 

(Kyme 1960 p. 3). 
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Figure 4. Luther Whiting Mason's Pitch Ladder. Mason used ladders to teach the 
intervals in the scale and then transferred the pitches to the staff. Adapted from · 
L. W. Mason 1894 The National Music Teacher, Boston, MA: Ginn and Co.p. 5. 
http.·//books.google.com/books?id==a30BAAAAYAAJ&pg==PA3&lpg==PA3&dq ==L 
uther+ Whiting+ Mason+ Pitch+ Ladder&source ==bl&ots ==ZzFXG9vTGo&sig ==Sw 
d8LqiJvl9rF3YMJQ5VK8_A0nc&hl==en&ei == 7lujTfG4E6mR0QGwzb2SBQ&sa == 
X&oi =book _result&ct=result&resnum == 1 &ved==0CB UQ6AEwAA #v=onepage&q 
&f false 

A seminal method of teaching sight singing developed in the nineteenth 

century was the Glover/Curwin solfege system. Originally developed in the 

1830s by Sarah Glover in Norwich, England, this was a ~impl~fied sight singing 

system using Sol-fa syllables and rhythms. The Glover Sol-fa syllables were · 

primarily tools for teaching sight reading. All the tones necessary to sing a major 

key/scale were provided by the syllables do, ra, me, /ah, sole, !ah, and te 

(Bennett 1984). In addition, Glover devised syllables for chromatic sharps and 
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flat to facilitate various minor scales, the ascending and descending chromatic 

scale and altered tones that occurred in a vocal melodic or harmonic line. Scales 

written in the Glover Sol-fa system read as follows: 

doh ra me fah, sol, lah, te == diatonic 

lah te do ra, me, fah, soh == minor 

lah te doh ra me, ba, ne == melodic minor 

doy roy moy, foy soy loy, toy== chromatic sharps 

dow row, mow, fow, sow, low, tow == chromatic flats (Blum, 1968, p. 36). 

6 0 0 ~ 0 D V ~ 
Do Re Mi Fa Sob La Ti Do 

Figure 5. Shape Notes and Corresponding Soh-fa Syllables. Shape note system 
developed by Little and Smith to teach music reading by relating shapes to sol-fa 
syllables. Adapted from G. Kyme, 1960, An experiment in teaching children to 
read music with shape notes Journal of Research in Music Education, 8(1), p. 6. 

John Curwen an American minister .and music teacher, was introduced to 

Glover s system when seeking a more effective process for teaching the 

fundamentals of singing and sight reading. After lengthy and careful scrutiny of 

the Glover system · Curwen modified her method, forming the Tonic Sol-fa 

system that we use today (see Figure 6) (Bennett, 1984). 
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ti 
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Figure 6. Curwen Hand Signs. Solfege syllables and corresponding hand signs 
developed by John Curwen. Adapted from LaRue, P. J. (2011). Music 315: 
Public School Music, The Web World of Dr. Peter LaRue, Georgetown College, 
http:// pider.georgetowncollege.edu/music/larue/music3 l 5/Curwen%20Hand%20 
Signs.html 

As the popularity of gospel songs increased in the early 1920s, it became 

necessary to find a way for people to write, publish, and learn songs. This led to 

the development of the singing school and shape note tradition, which originat~d 

amongst the members of the Church of God living in the backwoods of the 

mountains of Southeastern Tennessee. Charles Etherington, the church's founder, 

believed that the purpose of music was to aid in worship, along with being a 
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means of entertainment. Because gospel music was "open to interpretation," 

hap notes provided a mere outline (Martin,1999, p. 63). Martin (1999) 

compared the simplicity of shaped notes to Orff and Kodaly techniques: "It is 

taking rudimentary basic aspects of music that a person would know, that a child 

can learn ... and if they know the shapes, they don't have to know lines and spaces 

or key ignatures to be a good singer" (p. 72).0ne of the most significant 

contributions to gospel song publication was The Church Hymnal, lovingly 

called The "Redback" Hymnal, because it provided the Church of God 

congregation something they could hold in their hands and read. Prior to this 

hymnal songs were passed orally from one church to another only by musicians, 

especially in rural areas (Martin, 1999). 

In 1926 early singing schools slowly migrated to the Southwest, 

eventually leading to the establishment of the Stamps-Baxter Music and 

Publi hing Company in Dallas, Texas. Virgin Stamps and Jesse Baxter organized 

singing schools which were in existence froml 934 to 1974. These singing schools 

were promoted through their company jour~als, The Southern Music News and 

Gospel Music News, which additionally provided music educational materials to 

its participants. The singing schools provided support for the development ofthe · 

Stamps-Baxter Normal School of Music, which was established in the Colonial 

American tradition of improving singing in churches. The normal school 

attracted students of all ages and offered a foundational curriculum that was based 
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on sight singing, ear training, and conducting. As time progressed, the various 

classe within the normal schools were offered at different levels of difficulty 

(Fresne 2008). Singing schools and gospel quartets reached their height of 

popularity in the period immediately following World War II, but by the late 

1950 and early 1960s, their influence had declined sharply (Martin, 1999). 

The development of sight reading skills was a major objective of public 

chool in America during the latter half of the nineteenth century. This period of 

concentration lasted 20 years, but soon after the beginning of the twentieth 

century music literacy lost its position of prominence, as there was a movement 

away from 'content-centered education" toward a "child-centered education" 

(Daniel 1986 p. 279). Drill methods of teaching music reading were dismissed 

in favor of the' song method," which used rote learning of songs as a basis of 

music instruction (Daniels, 1986). 

On the other hand Miller (1983) insists that "from the time ·music 

teaching first ntered the public schools of the United States in Boston during the 

late 1830s until well into the twentieth century, the teaching of music reading was 

paramount (p. 25). He explains that music reading remain.ed p~rt of the general 

music program until well into the 1940s, because the programs were specifically 

outlined in the comf!lonly used textbooks. 

According to Grace (1943), at the onset of World War II there was a 

decline in sight singing. The subject forced itself to the forefront during the war 
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for two reasons: (1) attempts to organize music-making as recreation in the Army 

began to show a major decline in ability level, and (2) unless this trend was 

arrested choral singing would be adversely affected for a long period of time. 

During World War II, no one denied that sight-singing had declined, rather the 

question was asked "How much, and what do we do to turn the tide?" Grace 

( 194 3) maintains that this decline in sight singing was not only seen in England, 

but began to show effects in America, as well. Ultimately, he suggested that sight 

r ading was not a war casualty. The many young people who were ignorant of 

the lements of music and sight-reading were living proof that in many school 

di tricts the ubject was dropped from the curriculum for at least a decade. 

Throughout the 1950s there existed a tendency to produce a wide variety 

of textbooks that stressed more activity, creativity-related materials, and fewer 

mu ic reading drills. This educational approach persisted until 1957, when 

Russia s launching of Sputnik "heralded a shocking 'return to basics' in 

education" (Miller, 1983, p. 26). Musical literacy once again became the goal of 

music education. 

In the late 1950s and into the l 960s, as music teacp.ers t_urned their 

attention back to music reading, many adopted the system created by Zoltan 

Kodaly. The Kod~ly method, Hungarian in origin, introduced the development 

of musical skills and the teaching of musical concepts to children at an early age. 

His methodology included the use of folk songs, Curwen hand signs, pictures, 
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movable-do rhythm symbols, and syllables. The Kodaly-based textbook series, 

New Music Horizons, was published by Silver Burdett in the 1950s and enjoyed 

widespread success. This series included singing, rhythmic movements, music 

listening and appreciation, playing music instruments, and creativity. The music 

reading component was highly sequential and well-organized in both the student 

and teacher manuals (Miller, 1983). The use of movable solfege syllables, 

reinforced with hand signs, was a core element of the music reading system 

tablished by Kodaly (McClung, 2008). 

The American Singer, was published by Silver Burdett in the 1950s, 

initiated music reading readiness activities and drills in the middle of Book Two, 

to better prepare students for the reading process which began in Book Four. 

While the New Horizons was largely an instrumental-vocal approach to reading 

notation the American Singer concentrated on the vocal approach to music 

reading. By the time children reached Book Six of the American Singer, they 

were reading in the major keys of C, G, D, F, Bb, and Eb, along with several 

minor keys which included Am, Cm, and Fm, as well as compound meters, minor 

modes, and accidentals. Miller (1983) posits that "ifteac~ers ~hoose to teach the 

Kodaly system of music reading, much of the reading material presented in New · 

Music Horizons and American Singer could still be used to good advantage for 

supplemental study ' (p. 31 ). 
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Beginning in the 1970s, numerous other music education publications 

became available including Symposium on the Evaluation of Comprehensive 

Mu icianship (Boyle and Radocy, 1973) and the Blueprint for Band (Garofalo, 

1983). These books were used as a basis of comparison in establishing parallels 

between the National Standards of "reading and notating music" and "listening to, 

analyzing and describing music" and the comprehensive models requiring 

tudents to demonstrate musical literacy (Henry & Brittain, 2001). Killian and 

Henry (2005) point out that the National Standards for Arts Education in Music 

emphasize the importance of sight singing development for all students. Henry 

and Brittian (2001) describe these standards as follows: 

Student in grades 9-12 are considered 'proficient' if they can 

demonstrate the ability to read an instrumental or vocal score of up to 

four staves by describing how the elements of music are used,' and if they 

can 'demonstrate extensive knowledge of the technical vocabulary of 

music. (p. 61) 

The Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), adopted by the state of Texas 

in 1998 emulate the National Standards concerning music_ liter~cy: "The student 

is expected to ... define concepts and intervals, music notation, chord structure, · 

rhythm/meter and musical performances using standard terminology" (Henry & 

Brittian 2001 p. 2). 
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Musical literacy is a long-standing goal of music education, and most 

mu ic educators agree that the ability to read music is one of the most vital music 

kill (Demorest 1998). Henry and Brittian (2001) concur that "the ability to read 

and re pond to music notation and terminology is among the primary reasons for 

mu ic education at the elementary and secondary levels" (p. 2). Music educators 

have sought to teach music reading throughout the history of the United States, 

from the Colonial period, when sight singing instruction grew out of the need to 

improve inging in the churches, to the music classrooms across America today, 

where both national and state standards for music curriculum include musical 

literacy components. 
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CHAPTER II 

IMPORTANCE OF SIGHT READING 

Choral music education is often criticized for its emphasis on performance 

and rote teaching at the expense of developing music-reading skills. Some 

directors consider teaching sight reading as a primary objective for their choruses, 

while others may not include it as part of their instruction. Some directors use a 

combination of both approaches, but typically embrace one method more than the 

other (Demorest & May, 1995). Neverthe ess, Norris (2004) maintains that sight 

inging is a vital part of choral music education. 

A nu1nber of sight singing methodologies are used in music classrooms, 

but the movable do system is possibly the most widely-used modern method, and 

has been positively related to accuracy (Killian & Henry, 2005). McClung (2008) 

agrees that "research has shown that the two relative solemnization systems, 

movable solfege syllables (moveable do) an~ movable pitch numbers (scale 

degree numbers) are the two dominant pitch systems used. to sight-sing in 

American classrooms" (p. 255). 

While American choral directors tend to use similar sight singing 

methods the instructional materials they select are diverse. Some prefer to use 

choral repertoire instead of method books (Daniels, 1987; Smith, 1998). Other 
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directors use sight singing method books that employ scale-degree numbers, the 

interval method, or movable do with tonality or harmonic support being provided 

by the piano (Johnson, 1987). Some choral directors have reported using method 

books octavos and self-composed exercises or songs in conjunction with 

movable do (Demorest, 2001, 2004; May, 1993; Smith, 1998). Further, when 

published materials are utilized, the criteria teachers use include graded 

complexity introduction of minor melodies, and suggestions for evaluation and 

a es ment (Demorest, 2004). 

It is important to note that research on choral sight singing instruction has 

primarily focused on the high school level. Although one researcher incorporated 

middle chool choral directors in his study (Demorest, 2001, 2004 ), results were 

reported in combination with those of high school directors, and therefore could 

not be considered to apply specifically to the middle school level. Kuehne 

(2007) who focused her research specifically on Florida middle school choral 

directors found that 64% of the teachers used their textbooks for sight singing. 

Over half (53%) used a sight singing method book, with The Sight Singer (by 

Audrey Snyder) being the most commonly used (23%). O~her p~blished method 

books used included Successful Sight Singing (by Nancy Telfer), Melodia (by · 

Samuel Cole and Leo Lewis), and The Jenson Sight Singing Course (by David 

Bauguess). Over a third of the Florida middle school directors (3 7%) reported 
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u ing an unpublished self-designed method, while 24% indicated they used an 

unpublished method written by someone else. 

Middle school directors are likely to expose students to music reading for 

the first time in a choral setting, particularly if students did not receive elementary 

mu ic training and had no previous music ensemble experience. Due to the many 

lective course offerings, 1niddle school students may not choose to remain in 

music therefore the only formal music reading training they receive many be in 

their middle school choral classroom. Demorest (2004) recommended that 

teachers evaluate published methods in order to choose the one that best suits 

their choral groups. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Purpose 

An analysis of the sight reading methods books appropriate for middle 

chool choirs may assist directors who are currently not teaching sight singing in 

selecting a methodology and help those who are teaching it to become better 

informed about available resources. A comparative analysis provides choral 

director with the option of selecting sight reading material from several different 

sources (Miller 1983). Therefore, the purpose of this study is to analyze choral 

sight singing method books that are appropriate for use at the middle school level 

in an effort to enable directors to make an informed decision regarding selection 

of a published choral sight singing methodology. 

The research questions in this study address similarities and differences 

between five sight reading methods books t~at can be used at the middle school 

I vel. Areas of investigation are as follows: 

Research Questions 

1. Do they teach pitch and rhythm separately? 

2. Which types of rhythmic counting system do they use? 

3. Which note values are included? 

4. Which time signatures are used? 
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5. Which type of pitch reading system do they incorporate? 

6. What is their intervallic approach to teaching pitch? 

7. Which keys are included? 

8. Which clefs are incorporated? 

9. Which voicing is available for each method book? 

Procedure 

The design of this study is based on a similar investigation conducted by 

Anderson (1989) of the content and applications of sight singing texts for junior 

high chool choirs. The goal of both studies was to provide a resource to choir 

directors who are seeking materials for teaching sight singing. In the 22 years 

since the Anderson study many additional sight singing method books for 

beginning music readers have been published. Therefore, it is important that an 

updated source be provided to current music educators. 

The choral sight singing method books selected for analysis and 

comparison were chosen on the basis of their level of difficulty. All are designed 

for use in a middle school choral classroom and use an introductory approach, 

assuming that students would have limited or no music reading skills. All books 

• 

are published and currently available for purchase. 

The following choral sight singing method books were selected: 

Singing at Sight by William Appleby 

This book is designed for beginning sight singers and the exercises are 

predominantly in unison. A prerequisite for using this book would be a student's 
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ability to sing the ascending and descending C major scale on solfege. The 

exerci es begin in C major, using step-wise motion, then progress to skips in the 

C major tonic triad and eventually add the keys of F and G major. This text was 

published in 1960 by Oxford University Press. 

Keys to Sight Singing Success, Books 1-5 by John Hemmenway 

For purposes of analysis, concentration will be on Book One, although 

there are four other volumes available with a variety o~ voicings. Keys to Sight 

inging Success, Book One, written for beginning students, begins with step-wise 

movement and slowly incorporates the tonic chord. As the book progresses, the 

IV and V chords are added. Book One allows for use of numbers or solfege. 

ach lesson also incorporates a rhythm exercise dealing with what the students 

will be singing in the vocal exercises. This method book was published in 1977 

through Alliance Music Company, Houston, Texas. Additional volumes have 

been published in more recent years. 

Sight Reading Fun (A Song Book with a Plan) by Carl W. Vandre 

Thi method book is available in SA/~SA/TB/TBB/SAB/SA TB. It is 

primarily used for upper level middle school students or younger high school . 

choirs. For purposes of this study, the focus will be the SA version, which 

incorporates two-part singing immediately, and begins using skips of thirds and 

fifths in the tonic within three pages of exercises. These method books were 

published by Warner Bros. Publications, Miami, Florida in 1968. 
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Music Literacy for Singers by Patti Dewitt-Folkerts 

The Patti Dewitt-Folkerts series incorporates exercises for beginning 

tudents to advanced high school choir members. This is ideal for beginning 

students with its use of step-wise motion and the eventual use of the IV and V 

chords. The series incorporates four- measure exercises, with the same material 

being re inf arced to aid students in mastering the specific concept that is the 

objective of that particular lesson. This method of sight reading was published by 

Dr. Dewitt-Folkerts in 1997 and continues to have additional materials available. 

Patterns of Sound by Joyce Eilers Bacak and Emily Crocker 

This is a beginning level method book for young musicians. It starts with 

rhythm exercises that will eventually be incorporated into each lesson in 

conjunction with pitch. This text introduces pitch in step~wise motion, then 

incorporates the solfege ladder within the tonic triad. This method book starts in 

the key of C major and eventually adds the ~eys ofF major and G major. 

Patterns of Sound is available in two volumes published in 1988 from Hal 

Leonard Publishing, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Each of the. choral method books was examined for specific pedagogical 

content. The first element that was examined was whether rhythm and pitch were 

addressed in separate exercises. Second, if the books used a particular type of 
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rhythmic counting system, it was noted. Third, a list of the note values included 

in each method was compiled. Next, each text was evaluated for what types of 

time ignatures were used and at what point they were introduced to the students. 

Fifth the pitch reading method, solfege or numbers, was determined. Sixth, each 

text was analyzed for methods of introducing pitch, using stepwise motion and 

kips in the tonic, dominant, and subdominant as criteria for evaluation. Seventh, 

a list of key signatures used in each book was compiled. Next, the types of clefs 

used were identified and finally, the publications were examined to determine if 

they addressed unison and/or part sight reading, as well as which voice parts were 

included. · 

After the data for each concept were compiled, a table was created to 

provide a summary of the data. These tables enable a reader to quickly establish 

whether or not a teaching concept is included in a particular publication. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Examination of the five sight singing method books indicated that each of 

th m included instruction in pitch, and four out of five methods contained 

rhythmic methodology (see Table 1). Rhythm and pitch were addressed 

eparately in four out of five books, while one method taught the two concepts 

imultaneously. 

Rhythmic counting systems of the sight singing methods were varied in 

the five texts. Sing at Sight provided no system for rhythmic counting, while 

Keys to Sight Reading Success used a neutral syllable. Sight-Reading Fun offered 

two systems, "tick-tock" and "down-up," whereas Music Literacy for Singers did 

not u e any system for teaching rhythmic counting. Finally, Patterns of Sound 

incorporated the Kodaly system of rhythmic c0unting (see Table 2). All five 

methods books included the quarter note, half note, whole note, eighth note and 

dotted half note. Four of the sight singing texts used the d9tted quarter and two of 

the methods books incorporated the sixteenth note (see Table 3). 
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Table 1 

Rhythm and Pitch Instruction in Sight Singing Methods Books 

Method Pitch Rhythm Separate Combined 

Sing at Sight Yes No No Yes 

Keys to Sight Yes Yes Yes No 
Reading 
Success 

Sight-Reading Fun Yes Yes Yes No 

Music Literacy for Yes Yes Yes No 

Singers 

Patterns of Sound Yes Yes Yes No 

The time signatures of 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 were included in all five methods 

book . Four out of five of the texts also incorporated 6/8. Only Singing at Sight 

contained exercises in 3/8, 2/2, and 4/2 meter, and 3/2 meter was only found in 

Keys to Sight Singing Success (see Table 4). 

The pitch reading system endorsed by three out of five of the sight singing 

texts is tonic/sol-fa. One of the three books additionally advocates the use of the 

number system to read pitches. Two of the texts do not promote a specific 

system therefore pf oviding the instructor the latitude to incorporate his/her 

preferred method (see Table 5). 
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Table 2 

Rhythmic Counting Systems in Sight Singing Methods Books 

Neutral 
Method Tick-Tock None Down-Up Syllable Kodaly 

Sing at Sight 

Keys to Sight Reading 
Success 

Sight-Reading Fun 

Music Literacy for 
Singers 

Patt rns of Sound 

Table 3 

X 

X 

X 

Note Values Included in Sight Singing Methods Books 

X 

X 

X 

Method Quarter Half Whole Eighth Dotted Dotted Sixteenth 
Quarter Half 

Sing at Sight X X x · X X X X 

Keys to Sight Reading X X X . x :x X 

Success 
Sight-Reading Fun X X X X X X 

Music Literacy for X X X X X X 

Singers 
Patterns of Sound X X X X X X 
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Table 4 

Time Signatures Incorporated in Sight Dinging Methods Books 

Method 2/4 3/4 4/4 6/8 3/8 2/2 4/2 3/2 

Singing At Sight X X X X X X X 

Keys to Sight Singing Success X X X X 

Sight Singing Fun X X X X 

Music Literacy for Singers X X X X 

Patterns of Sound X X X 

All of the sight-singing method books begin with pitches moving in 

a cending and descending stepwise motion, then advance to skips in the tonic 

triad (do - mi - sol). Four of the books continue with skips in the V chord 

X 

(sol - ti - re). Sing at Sight moves directly from skips in the tonic triad to skips in 

both the IV ( fa - la - do) chord and V chord. Keys to Sight Reading Success and 

Four of the five sight reading texts in~lude all keys through four flats and 

four sharps. The only exception is Patterns of Sound, which uses only three keys . 

C F G. (see Table 6). Inclusion of clef signs in sight singing exercises assists 

tudents to connect .solfege syllables to the letter names of the lines and spaces, 
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Table 5 

Pitch Reading Systems Used in Sight Singing Method Books 

Method Tonic/Sol-Fa Numbers None 

Sing at Sight X 

Key to Sight Reading Success X X 

Sight-Reading Fun X 

Mu ic Literacy for Singers X 

Patterns of Sound X 

• · ~ • •~•• •• •---••• ••••••u .. H• ••• .. ••••• ••• •••• •• .,•• •••-•._. , ,., , , ,,, ,,, , , , , ,,,_...,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,._, ,, , ,,,, , ,,,,.,,n, , ,,,,,,,,._, ,, , , , ,, ,, ,,,,,,, .,, , ,, , ,,,, , , ,,,,,,,, , ,,,,,,, ,., ,, ,,,, , .,,, , ,, ._,,,,, , ,,,,,,,., , ,,,,,,, 

Percentage of Exercises Addressing 
Various Intervals 

70 ... -·----·------------------

60 -·1--------------------
so -t-----

40 -+-----

30 --

20 -
10 ··-· 

0 

II Stepwise 

• Skips in I 

~ Skips in I & V 

·• Skips in I & IV & V 

Figure 7. Analysis of Intervallic Progession in Sight Singing Method Books 
Pattern of Sound spend very little time focusing on the IV chord, with their 
major emphasis being on skips in the tonic triad (see Fi$ure 7J. 
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and aids them in learning key signatures. Two of the sight singing texts used 

treble clef only, while three methods incorporated sight singing in both clefs (see 

Table 7). 

A variety of voice combinations was offered by the five method books. 

Singing at Sight contains Unison exercises, whereas Patterns of Sound is available 

in Unison, SA and SAB. The remaining three books presented exercises in 

Unison SA TB, SSA, TTB, SAB, and SATB. Sight-Reading Fun was the only 

book to offer sight singing for TBB (see Table 8). 

Table 6 

Major Key Signatures Included in Sight Singing Method Books 

Method C F G D Bb Eb A E Ab 

Sing at Sight X X X X X X X X X 

Keys to 
Sight Reading 
Success X X X X X X X X X 

Sight-Reading 
Fun X X X X X X X X X 

Music Literacy 
for Singers X X X X X X X X X 

Patterns of 
Sound X X X 
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Table 7 

Clefs Incorporated in Sight Singing Method Books 

Method Treble only Treble & Bass 

Sing at Sight X 

Keys to Sight Reading Success X 

Si ht-Reading Fun X 

Music Literacy for Singers X 

Patterns of Sound X 

Table 8 

Voice Combinations Available in Sight Singing Method Books 

Method Unison SA TB SSA TTB TBB SAB SATB 

Sing at Sight X 

Keys to 
Sight Reading 
Success X X x · X X X X 

Sight-Reading Fun X X X · X X X X X 

Music Literacy for 
Singers X X X X X X X 

Patterns of Sound X X X 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Research Question One 

Do They Teach Pitch and Rhythm Separately? 

The results of this study strongly suggest that the .teaching of pitch and 

rhythm should be approached separately when beginning the process of 

instructing middle school students to sight sing. This premise is based on the fact 

that four out of the five sight singing method books presented rhythmic and pitch 

exercise independent of one another. Rhythm is introduced first, in that an 

understanding of the beat, note values, and a counting system are integral parts of 

building a foundation for musical understanding. After completing a series of 

rhythmic exercises, most methods then introduce the pitch ladder. The 

preparatory rhythmic training allows the beginning music reader to focus on 

reading pitches rather than trying to concentrat_e on two new concepts 

simultaneously. According to Crocker (2000), young singers need to learn the 

basic elements of music and skills for sight reading, because as they become more 

proficient readers, their intellectual comprehension of the music is enhanced and 

their enjoyment increases. Sight singing method books for beginners seem to 

indicate that teaching sight singing begins with the two basic elements of rhythm 
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and pitch which appear to be taught most effectively when approached 

independently. 

Research Question Two 

Which Types of Rhythmic Counting Systems Do They Use? 

There was no consensus among the five sight singing methods on a 

pecific system of rhythmic counting. Three out of five texts endorsed a 

particular system, while two methods allowed the instructor the liberty to 

introduce their pref erred counting system. The approaches to counting 

reco1nmended by the three method books included the use of a neutral syllable, 

tick- tock ' "down-up," and the Kodaly rhythmic counting system. This 

variation in counting systems is in keeping with the study of choral directors 

conducted by Demorest (2004) where he found that there were "much more 

idio yncratic approaches to reading rhythms than pitch reading" (p. 6). The 

primary function of rhythm counting is to teach students to keep a steady beat and 

recognize how many counts can be used in each measure. It seems that the choice 

of counting system is not as critical as the need to incorporate it consistently 

within the sight singing curriculum. Further, it i.s helpful if the music curriculum 

of a school district is vertically aligned, elementary tl)rough high school, so that 

students will be able to continually build upon their previous training, particularly 

if they have to transfer to another school within the district. 
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Research Question Three 

Which Note Values are Included? 

The design of this question was to determine what note values need to be 

incorporated into the middle school choral classroom for students to be successful 

ight singers. Understanding note values is fundamental to the concept of rhythm; 

they are integrally linked. All of the method books included whole, half, dotted 

half quarter and eighth notes. What is more critical is the order in which the 

notes were introduced. The quarter note was the first rhythmic figure presented in 

each of the five books, which is logical in that the initial meter was 4/4 and the 

concept that the quarter note receives one beat would be easily understood by 

beginners. That was the only commonality, however. Keys to Sight Reading 

Success then moved systematically to the whole note, half note, dotted half note, 

eighth note and dotted quarter note. In contrast, Music Literacy for Singers 

moved sequentially to the half note, dotted half note, eighth note, whole note, and 

dotted quarter note. Music Literacy for Singers introduces eighth notes in the 

second lesson whereas in the other four rnet~od books, they are not presented 

until the second half of the book. This seems to indicate that subdivision of the 

beat was a focus in this methodology. 

Another issu.e raised by the order in which note values are introduced is 

related to the counting system being used. For example, if the Kodaly system is 

implemented then following the Kodaly sequence of introducing note values 
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( quarter eighth, half, etc.) would be most logical. Further, if the sight singing 

method is to be used to teach musical literacy, then it follows that the skills in the 

method book would be transferred to the music the students are learning. 

Therefore if the repertoire selected for the choral ensemble requires knowledge of 

pecific note values, then it is important to select a methodology that incorporates 

all of the requisite notes. 

Research Question Four 

Which Time Signatures are Used? 

The most frequently-used time signatures in choral music, 4/4, 3/4, and 

2/4 were incorporated in all five sight singing methods books. The use of the 

quarter note as the metrical unit enables students to solidify more easily the 

concept of beat as the pulse, equaling one count, implementing it into their 

singing and sight reading. Beginning students particularly should be able to grasp 

the idea that in 4/4 meter, there are four quarter notes in a measure and because a 

whole note equals four quarter notes, it fills an entire measure. Sixth or seventh 

grade students beginning to read music should be able to understand and 

demonstrate the ability to chant and/or clap a rhythmic figµre w_ith the quarter 

note representing a beat unit, regardless of the counting system selected. 

As students.show mastery of basic rhythm counting and simple meters, 

more advanced time signatures, including 3/8, 6/8, 12/8, 2/2, 4/2, and 3/2, may be 

added. Interestingly, four out of the five beginning sight singing texts 
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incorporated 6/8 meter. The introduction of compound meter requires that 

students be able to shift their concept of the basic beat unit from a quarter note to 

an eighth note which can be a difficult conceptual transfer for some students. In 

addition most of the songs written in 6/8 meter are actually "felt" and conducted 

in 2 which offers additional theoretically challenging concepts. However, when 

considering the numerous sea chanteys, work songs, spirituals, and folk songs 

written in compound meter that are perennially performed by American middle 

school choirs it becomes apparent why 6/8 rneter is included in the method 

books. 

Perhaps due to lack of metric complexity of most middle school literature, 

only one method book included 3/8, 2/2, 4/2, and 3/2 meter. Another factor that 

may influence the choice of method books could be the inclusion of time 

signatures that are required for state contests that include a sight reading 

component. While that makes practical sense, it should not limit the level of 

music reading instruction, and, rather than "teaching to the test," directors should 

seek to challenge their students to go beyond_the minimum required. 

Research Question Five 

Which Types of Pitch Reading Systems Do They Incorporate? 

Only three o,ut of five texts recommended a pitch reading system, and all 

of them endorsed the tonic sol-fa system (or moveable do). Killian and Henry 

(2005) reported that the movable do system is possibly the most widely-used 
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modern method. One of the three method books concurrently recommended the 

use of the number system. This is in line with the research conducted by 

McClung (2010) that indicated the two dominant pitch systems being u·sed in 

American classrooms were movable do and movable pitch numbers. 

The decision regarding which pitch reading system to incorporate should 

be based on what students learn in their elementary music training (if they have 

been taught by a music specialist). For example, if a school district requires that 

all elementary music specialists receive Kodaly certification and incorporate the 

methodology in their classrooms, then it follows that moveable do is the 

appropriate 'pitch reading system for beginning sight singers. Other advantages to 

the use of solfege syllables are the use of pure vowels, which underscores vocal 

technique training, as well as the incorporation of Curwen hand signs, which adds 

a kinesthetic element to the sight singing process. 

Perhaps the number system could be more quickly mastered· by students 

who have piano or instrumental training, but no choral background. The concept 

that a tonic triad is called "1-3-5," regardless ~fthe root note could be a relatively 

simple concept to understand, particularly for a pianist, in that the numbers 

correspond with the finger numbers used to play those notes. Some of the 

disadvantages of the. number system include difficulty singing a verbal identifier 

for altered tones lack of corresponding hand signs for kinesthetic learners, lack of 

pure vowel production in singing numbers ( diphthongs -- five "ah-ee"), and 
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confusion with counting system (Eastman - 1, 2 te, 3, 4 ta-te-ta). Perhaps the key 

word in making a decision regarding a pitch reading system is "consistency" in 

maintaining consistency with the elementary music programs and consistently 

teaching the same system to middle school students. 

Research Question Six 

What is Their Intervallic Approach to Teaching Pitch? 

The first interval introduced in each of the sight singing method books is 

step-wise movement ascending and descending in three-note patterns (do-re-mi). 

That pattern is then advanced to five notes (do-re-mi-fa-sol), which introduces the 

half step between the third and fourth tone (mi-fa). A close examination of the 

texts reveals that Patterns of Sound and Music Literacy for Singers devote a large 

number of exercises to stepwise motion, as does Keys to Sight Reading Success, 

but advances to skips in the tonic triad more quickly. These three method books 

are highly recommended for younger or beginning singers in that they aurally 

reinforce basic stepwise intervals repeatedly b~fore moving to skips in the tonic 

chord. These method books effectively address basic reading skills and provide 

asse sment tools to determine mastery of sight singing levels. The use of Sing at . . 

Sight and Sight-Reading Fun is primarily for students who have a strong music · 

reading background or possess musical intelligence in that they move through the 

various intervals quickly, without much reinforcement. All of the texts begin with 

basic intervals (stepwise) and progress to incorporate skips in the tonic, dominant, 

and the subdominant. In the state of Texas, choral curriculum guidelines 
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generally state that sixth grade students should be able to read stepwise motion 

and skips in the tonic triad, whereas seventh and eighth graders should 

additionally be able to read skips in the IV and V chord. 

If daily solfege drills are conducted in conjunction with the intervals being 

studied in the sight singing books, it will assist students in having an aural 

understanding of the intervals prior to "reading" them. For example, prior to 

studying skips in the tonic chord, students should daily sing "Do-mi-sol-mi-do." 

Reading intervals in music is a parallel to reading words; children need to hear 

words before they can read them. Having each of the methodologies available 

affords the .middle school director an opportunity to assimilate all of the texts in 

his/her program providing a broader base of training. · 

Research Question Seven 

What Keys are Incorporated? 

The only notable difference among the various sight singing method books 

regarding keys incorporated was in Patterns of Sound, which only included C 

major, F major, and G major. Students typically begin reading in the key of C 

major probably because tessitura of the C major scale is appropriate for middle . . 

school singers and there is no accidental in the key signature to add to its 

complexity. As students begin to learn skips in the tonic triad, the keys of F 

major and G major are a natural progression in that the range from low sol to high 

sol is still within the students' tessituras. Additionally, accidentals are gradually 

introduced into the key signatures, since F major has one flat (Bb) and G major 
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has one sharp (F#). The keys included in middle school sight reading contests in 

the state of Texas have traditionally included C major, F major, and G major. 

The remaining four texts contained all of the major keys up to four sharps 

and four flats. If a music teacher's goal is to teach sight singing with a goal 

towards musical literacy, then it follows that the repertoire middle school students 

will be singing will extend beyond the keys of C major, F major, and G major. 

The ref ore practicing music reading exercises in a variety of keys can assist 

students in transferring their sight singing skills more readily to their repertoire, 

regardless of the key. For middle school students who plan to enroll in a high 

school chotal program, learning to read in a variety of keys places them at an 

advantage over many of their peers when auditioning for placement in ability-

based ensembles. 

Research Question Eight 

What Clefs are Incorporated? 

Singing at Sight and Patterns of Sound used the treble clef only, while 

Keys to Sight Reading Success, Sight-Reading Fun, and Music Literacy for 

Singers, integrated the use of both clefs. While three text~ used the bass clef, only 
. 

Sight-Reading Fun and Music Literacy for Singers incorporated a system that . 

addressed the male changing voice. Throughout middle school and continuing 

into high school, boys' voices go through a series of changes as they shift from 

singing in the treble clef to the bass clef. Because the variation of the male vocal 

range in a single class can extend from the upper treble clef to the bottom bass 
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clef it is vital that sight singing method books include exercises that are written in 

the appropriate tessituras and clefs for middle school boys. Few method books 

address this issue as effectively as Music Literacy for Singers, which provides 

exercises for middle school boys in a variety of ranges and in both Tenor-Bass 

and Tenor I-Tenor II-Bass voicing. Sight-Reading Fun contains more advanced 

exercises for young male singers and is the only method book that contains 

Tenor-Baritone-Bass voicing. 

Research Question Nine 

What Voicing is Available for Each Method Book? 

Examination of the five sight singing method books indicated that Sing at 

Sight was the only text written solely for unison voices. It is important to note, 

however that students begin their sight singing training by singing in unison. 

Part singing is not attempted until students are independent music readers. 

Patterns of Sound has a series of five pitch reading exercises on each page in the 

' 
beginning book. The five exercises are purposely written so they can be sung 

simultaneously. Once the exercises have been mastered in unison, then the 

teacher can challenge the students by attempting to combine any two of the five 

lines. This is an innovative method of introducing students to part singing. 

The voice combinations in the various sight singing method books 

naturally reflect the typical gender makeup of middle school choirs. For female 
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gender choirs, which tend to be common on the middle school level method 
' 

books are available in both Soprano-Alto and Soprano I-Soprano II-Alto voicings. 

Depending on the philosophy of the choral director or scheduling issues imposed 

by the school, male singers may meet as gender choirs, which requires texts 

voiced for Tenor-Bass and Tenor I-Tenor II-Bass. If the choirs are mixed gender, 

then they will either read Soprano-Alto-Bass or Soprano-Alto-Tenor-Bass, 

dependent on whether there are enough males in the choir to divide into two parts. 

When students enter middle school choral classrooms, they are typically 

filled with a desire to sing, but when the subject of sight singing is broached, it is 

not always received with the same level of enthusiasm. Perhaps, if a director had 

a well-designed curriculum for teaching sight singing, had the appropriate method 

books and resources for implementation, realized the multiple benefits students 

could derive from musical literacy, and consistently taught a clearly-defined 

methodology, then the students might begin to develop a more positive attitude as 

they see the growth in their musicianship and take pride in their ability to read 

music. Just as middle school English teachers would not feel compelled to read 

literature books to their students, music teachers should not. feel required to sing 

the music to their students. Musical literacy should be the goal of every choir 

director beginning a~ the middle school level. 
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